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A B S T R A C T   

The main objective of this work is to obtain an empirical relationship between the root-mean-square and the 
quasi-peak spectra of voltage recordings in the electrical grid, based on a statistical analysis of a set of on-field 
measurements for the CISPR Band A (9–150 kHz). The lack of a relationship between the weighting root-mean- 
square and quasi-peak detectors implies the impossibility of calculating quasi-peak (QP) spectra from root-mean- 
square (RMS) measurements. It is of great interest that quasi-peak values can be estimated by simple calculations 
from RMS values, so that comparison to compatibility levels could be applied. 

This work defines an empirical relationship between the statistical variation of instantaneous RMS values over 
time, the maximum RMS value of these instantaneous values and the QP output. This relationship is described in 
the form of a simple equation that can be applied to RMS provided by the RM-A method, specifically developed 
for the CISPR Band A. 

A method for the fast assessment of QP values from simple RMS receivers is proposed as a potential application 
of the numerical RMS-QP relationship. Both the numerical RMS-QP relationship and its application as a simple 
and fast assessment method are evaluated with disturbances recorded in the low voltage grid.   

1. Introduction 

Electrical power grids are undergoing major structural changes 
driven by world-wide decarbonization efforts, which are seeing a 
rapidly increasing penetration of distributed energy resources and low- 
emissions technology, often connected to the low-voltage (LV) grid. This 
includes, amongst others, solar photo-voltaic (PV) power generation, 
electrical storage, and electric vehicle (EV) charging stations, technol-
ogies that interact with the grid via power electronics converters. While 
underpinning the evolution towards a low-carbon grid, smart grids 
technologies such as power converters are raising concerns related to 
their impact on power quality and electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) 
[1]. Amongst them, conducted emissions in the frequency range from 9 
kHz to 150 kHz have been identified as a relevant aspect to be monitored 
for safeguarding of EMC, especially as the share of converter-connected 
devices keeps growing [2–5]. The research on the increasing presence of 
conducted non-intentional emissions (NIE) performed in the last decade 
led to the identification and classification of several cases of 

electromagnetic interference (EMI), which have been reported, amongst 
others, by CENELEC in [6,7]. It has been shown that, in this frequency 
range, NIE can have detrimental effects including, notably, interference 
with power line communications (PLC) and degradation of electrical 
equipment which have been found to suffer from malfunctioning, 
additional heating and lifetime reduction, and generation of unwanted 
acoustic noise [8–14]. Prevention of widespread EMI and power quality 
(PQ) problems requires an adequate EMC framework, which is well 
established for emissions up to 9 kHz, but it still requires further defi-
nition and coordination for frequencies up to 150 kHz. As a represen-
tative example, compatibility levels (CL) and immunity limits were 
defined in the last years in IEC 61,000-2-2 [15] and IEC 61,000-4-19 
[16], respectively, but emissions limits for most of the electronic devices 
remain under discussion. 

Another pivotal element of the EMC framework is that no normative 
method for supraharmonic distortion measurements has been defined, i. 
e., grid disturbances above 9 kHz. Only the Annex C of IEC 61,000,430 
[17] outlines several non-normative methods that are currently under 
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consideration by the IEC SC77A Working Group 9. Therefore, consensus 
about normative methods in the 9–150 kHz range still needs to be 
reached. 

The authors of this work have identified four desirable characteris-
tics to guide the design of normative grid disturbance measurement 
methods: i) measurement values should be comparable to compatibility 
levels in terms of applied bandwidth and type of detector (defined by 
IEC as devices for discerning the existence or variations of waveforms 
[18]), ii) measurement values should reflect relevant physical interfer-
ence phenomena and waveform characteristics, iii) the method should 
have high reproducibility such that two instruments from different 
manufacturers provide the same assessment result within accuracy re-
quirements, iv) the method should be computationally light to limit the 
cost of PQ instruments and to enable implementation on existing 
platforms. 

For the frequency range from 9 kHz to 150 kHz, the measurement 
method defined in informative Annex B of IEC 61,000-4-7 [19] is under 
consideration in Annex C of IEC 61,000-4-30. This method provides 
root-mean-square (RMS) values corresponding to the definition of the 
CL in the 2–9 kHz range and the method extends the principles of the 
normative method for harmonics below to 2 kHz, limiting the 
complexity of its implementation on existing PQ instruments. For the 
frequency range from 9 kHz to 150 kHz, informative Annex C of IEC 61, 
000-4-30 considers three options, but only one provides quasi-peak (QP) 
values which correspond to the definition of CL in this frequency range. 
This is the method in CISPR 16–1–1 [20], referred to as CISPR 16 
method in the rest of this paper. 

The CISPR 16 method is normative for emissions assessment of in-
dividual equipment under test (EUT) in a laboratory setting with the use 
of a line impedance stabilization network (LISN). Concerns have been 
raised about the application of this method for grid measurements for 
several reasons. Firstly, the CISPR 16 standard defines the method to 
evaluate QP values by specifying black-box requirements that refer to 
analogue superheterodyne EMI receivers to scan the frequency range 
sequentially over long measurement times assuming constant EUT 
behavior. Assessment of grid disturbance levels requires simultaneous 
and continuous measurement of the entire frequency range, since power 
grid disturbances vary over time. The CISPR 16 standard does allow for 
implementation of digital instruments with the capability to measure the 
whole frequency range simultaneously [21]. However, to comply with 
all requirements, a digital QP detector requires a near-continuous 
evaluation of the signal amplitude in each frequency band, which re-
sults in high computational burden compared to evaluation of RMS 
values, as demonstrated in [22]. Secondly, the black-box approach 
combined with tolerances up to 2 dB (about +/− 25%) allows for 
different implementation possibilities that comply with CISPR 16 but 
may not be reproducible to the accuracy of 5–10% typically required for 
PQ measurement methods [17]. Furthermore, a recent study has found 
that the wide tolerances allowed by the CISPR 16 standard generate 
numerous compliant implementations, which provide results with dif-
ferences of up to 35% for the same input signal [23]. Additionally, RMS 
values have been demonstrated to be reflective of relevant PQ inter-
fering mechanisms [24,25], while QP values were originally developed 
to assess emissions primarily to protect radio transmission from inter-
ference. Therefore, while QP values are useful to assess disturbances 
amplitude against CL, there is a question of whether they provide useful 
information about the quality of power supply. 

Due to these limitations, there is a strong incentive to develop an 
alternative method that provides QP values for comparison with 
compatibility levels in the frequency range 9150 kHz while also satis-
fying the other desirable characteristics of reflecting relevant interfer-
ence phenomena and waveform characteristics, high reproducibility and 
low computational burden. Several methods have been proposed pre-
viously as alternatives to those listed in IEC 61,000,430 Annex C, 
including methods utilizing wavelet packet decomposition [26], 
compressive sensing [27–29], phase-locked loop [30], and a 

subsampling approach [31]. Comparison of such methods can be found 
in the literature showing that RMS values representative of signal energy 
can be obtained to varying degrees of accuracy [32–34], however, none 
provides a QP value that can be compared to compatibility levels up to 
150 kHz. This gap was addressed in [22] by proposing the concept of a 
Light-QP method which evaluates RMS values in a first stage, also 
known as RM-A method [35], and applies a digital QP detector in the 
second stage [22]. 

The definition of a relationship between RMS and QP values would 
be beneficial for PQ manufacturers, as it would avoid the implementa-
tion of a QP detector in PQ instruments, which would provide QP out-
puts with simpler calculations and less computational resources in 
cheaper devices. Furthermore, the RMS-QP relationship could be used as 
a first assessment of CL compliance with existing PQ devices, without 
the need to start the analysis from the raw sampled values. 

This paper investigates and defines the statistical relationship be-
tween RMS and CISPR 16 QP values for the 9–150 kHz range, based on 
correlation analysis of grid signals. This relationship is quantified in the 
form of a simple equation, which is the basis of a novel method to obtain 
QP values from RMS measured values. The novel method has the ben-
efits of providing RMS values characteristic of the underlying waveforms 
and of PQ interference mechanisms, but also QP values linked to CISPR 
16 QP through a statistical model to enable a comparison with 
compatibility levels, with a lower computation burden than a digital 
CISPR 16 implementation. The proposed numerical relationship RMS- 
QP, and consequently, the accuracy of the proposed method, are eval-
uated by comparing the results to the QP values provided by the CISPR 
16 method for the same grid signals. 

The rest of this article is structured as follows. Firstly, the aim of this 
work is explained. Secondly, the assessment and measurement of 
supraharmonic voltage values in the LV grid is described. Then, the 
empirical statistical relationship QP-RMS spectra developed in this work 
is described. Based on this empirical relationship, a measurement 
method developed in this paper is explained. Lastly, the conclusions of 
this work are given. 

2. Approach of the study 

This section describes the rationale used in this study for defining the 
relationship between RMS and QP values. Therefore, this section de-
scribes the fundamentals used to obtain the aforementioned relation-
ship, the procedure of computing the RMS amplitudes of the voltage 
values in the 9–150 kHz region, and the underlying rationale of the 
statistical study to achieve the RMS-QP relationship. 

2.1. Fundamentals of the proposed methodology 

The measurement method to obtain QP spectra for 9–150 kHz is 
described in the CISPR 16–1–1 standard. The QP detector is based on a 
resistor-capacitor circuit and a critically damped meter that weights the 
measured voltage values. Due to the performance of this circuitry, the 
QP is a metric that responds not only to the amplitude of the input 
values, but also, in case of non-continuous emissions, to the number of 
occurrences and their duration within the measurement time. Therefore, 
an impulsive emission of a certain amplitude that is repeated over time 
provides a QP output of greater amplitude than a single impulsive 
emission. 

This paper includes a statistical study of the RMS amplitude values of 
non-continuous emissions over time. The study aims to obtain approx-
imate QP values, combining the RMS amplitude of the emissions and 
their variability over time. For this purpose, the measured RMS values 
are stored, and the maximum value of this metric after a three second 
interval is identified. The statistical variation of the RMS amplitude is 
computed over the same measurement interval. Since the maximum 
RMS value corresponds to a greater value than the QP for time-varying 
voltages in the grid [32], the QP values can be estimated by subtracting a 
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‘conversion factor’ to the maximum RMS values. For that, the relation 
between this conversion factor and the RMS amplitude variation over 
time must be obtained by statistical analysis. 

2.2. Assessment of RMS spectra in the CISPR Band A (9–150 kHz) 

The proposed method to estimate the QP values is based on an RMS 
measuring receiver. But there is no normative method for calculating the 
RMS spectra of voltage values in the 9–150 kHz band. The IEC 
61,000–4–30 standard only suggests the measurement method 
described in Annex B of IEC 61,000–4–7 to quantify the RMS amplitude 
in the supraharmonic region. This method is based on two main calcu-
lation blocks to compute the RMS values of the disturbances propagated 
through the LV grid. Firstly, the spectral analysis is performed by means 
of rectangular windows of 200 ms length, which provides frequency 
components with a resolution bandwidth and a frequency-step-size 
(separation between adjacent frequency components) of 5 Hz. Sec-
ondly, the IEC 61,000–4–7 standard defines a spectral grouping of the 
outputs of the discrete Fourier transforms (DFT) to obtain the frequency 
bands, which are the spectral samples after the grouping. This grouping 
provides a resolution bandwidth of 200 Hz for the frequency bands, 
which is in line with the resolution bandwidth of the CL regulated in IEC 
61,000–2–2 for the 9–150 kHz band. Nevertheless, this method was 
never considered for the 9–150 kHz band, since it was designed for the 
2–9 kHz band. Moreover, the IEC 61,000–4–30 standard does not pro-
vide any guidance on how to apply this method to the CISPR Band A 
(9–150 kHz), so it is assumed that the method should be applied with no 
modifications. 

A recent study has overcome the latter issue proposing an adaptation 
of the IEC 61,000–4–7 method to the CISPR Band A, which has been 
labeled as RM-A method [35]. The novel method aims to reduce the 
computational effort based on IEC 61,000–4–7 proposing two adapta-
tions to quantify the interference mechanisms of LV grid in the 9–150 
kHz band. Firstly, a shorter rectangular window of 20 ms length is 
proposed for a more detailed temporal resolution with respect to the IEC 
61,000–4–7 method. And secondly, the frequency components obtained 
in the Fourier analysis every 50 Hz are proposed to be grouped sym-
metrically for a more accurate frequency allocation of the 200 Hz 
bandwidth the frequency components. This technique provides instan-
taneous RMS spectra (Y’B,b in Fig. 1), with a resolution bandwidth of 
200 Hz and 100 Hz of frequency-step-size [35]. 

2.3. Assessment of the maximum value 

In order to compute the maximum values of the spectra for 3 s in-
tervals, the outputs of the RM-A method are aggregated in two steps (see 
Fig. 1). Firstly, the instantaneous RMS spectra are aggregated by means 
of the RMS operation in 200 ms measurement intervals. Then, the 
assessment of maximum spectra (U_MAX3s(RMS200ms) in Fig. 1) are 
computed based on the outputs of the previous step in 3 second in-
tervals. These aggregated results are comparable to the maximum values 
obtained with the extension of the IEC 61,000–4–7 in the CISPR Band A 
[35]. 

In this study, the instantaneous RMS spectra and the maximum 
spectra of the RM-A method are used to relate the RMS spectra with the 
QP values of an implementation of CISPR 16. Moreover, the statistical 
comparison of the results of both methods is used to establish an 
empirical relationship between RMS and QP spectra. 

2.4. Statistical analysis 

The statistical study aims to relate the maximum RMS values pro-
vided by the RM-A method and the QP values from CISPR 16 with 
respect to a third metric. The third metric is based on characterizing the 
variability of the RMS voltage values over time with statistical param-
eters. For this purpose, recordings measured in the LV grid, containing 
typical waveforms, are used in the analysis. The calculations are per-
formed, for each frequency band, on the instantaneous RMS spectra 
(Y’B,b) provided by the RM-A method, the maximum RMS values 
(U_MAX3s(RMS200ms)) and the QP values obtained with the CISPR 16 
method. 

3. Methodology 

This section describes the methodology applied to obtain the 
empirical relationship between the RMS values (results of the RM-A 
method [35]) and the QP values (results of the digital implementation 
of the CISPR 16 method [22]). 

3.1. Input signals for the RMS-QP empirical relationship 

A set of 59 Vage recordings measured in different scenarios of the LV 
distribution grids in Spain and Germany were used in this study, 49 of 
them were measured at the point-of-connection (POC) of PLC-based 
smart meters and 10 were recorded at the POC of PV inverters and EV 
chargers. 

The recordings performed in Spain were measured with an acquisi-
tion system composed of a voltage probe and a digital oscilloscope 
connected to a laptop that automatizes and stores the raw voltage data. 
The system provides an amplitude resolution of 16-bits per sample at a 
sampling rate of 8.92 MHz [3]. The voltage probe includes a band-pass 
filter with a flat amplitude response for the 10–500 kHz frequency 
range, and it provides a galvanic isolation to avoid the fundamental and 
to protect the measurement equipment [36]. 

For the signals measured in Germany, an analog-to-digital converter 
with an amplitude resolution of 16-bits and a sampling rate of 1 MHz 
was used. This measurement system implements, before the transient 
recorder, an analog Butterworth anti-aliasing filter with a cutoff- 
frequency of 300 kHz. Additionally, a digital high-pass filter is used to 
avoid the spectral leakage generated by the mains and low order har-
monics [37]. 

The complete dataset of 59 recordings was divided randomly into 
two groups. The ‘model dataset’ contains 30 signals which was used for 
obtaining the empirical relationship between the RMS and the QP 
values. The ‘validation dataset’, composed of 29 recordings, was used to 
evaluate the accuracy of the obtained empirical relationship. 

Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the RM-A method and the aggregation of spec-
tral values. 
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3.2. Empirical relationship between QP and RMS spectra 

The main difference between QP and RMS is that QP is a metric 
designed to incorporate the variation over time of the voltage. There-
fore, the variability over time of the RMS values is a key element to 
establish the relationship between the QP and the maximum RMS. The 
QP and the maximum of the RMS values are obtained by applying the 
CISPR 16 method and the RM-A method, respectively, to the measure-
ment recordings, whereas the time variation of the instantaneous RMS 
values is characterized by its statistical distribution within the aggre-
gation time. 

The relevant variables are (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2):  

• UQP: QP values obtained with the CISPR 16 method [22].  
• U_MAX3s(RMS200 ms): maximum values provided by the RM-A 

method [35].  
• Y’B,b: instantaneous RMS values, obtained every 20 ms with RM-A 

method, where b represents center frequency of the frequency 
bands[35]. 

The analysis was developed for each frequency band of all the 59 
recordings used in this analysis. As there are 705 200 Hz frequency 
bands for each signal in the 9–150 kHz range, a total of 41,595 fre-
quency bands were assessed in the study. This implies 41,595 values of 
QP and maximum outputs and a total of 6239,250 instantaneous RMS 
values considered in the analysis. 

3.3. Preliminary results 

The results of this first analysis, whose procedure is represented in 
Fig. 2, show that there is a linear relationship between:  

• the difference between the maximum values and its corresponding 
QP (U_MAX3s(RMS200 ms) – UQP in Fig. 2), and  

• the spread of the instantaneous RMS values during the aggregation 
time, calculated as the difference between the maximum value and a 
specific percentile of the distribution over time (100th – Xth in 
Fig. 2). The difference between the maximum value and a specific 
percentile is an indication of the statistical variability of the signal 
over the time, as a greater time variability provides greater figures 
for this difference. Since the recordings are of 3 s length and the RM- 
A method provides instantaneous RMS values every 20 ms, the 

statistical analysis of each frequency bands is assessed with 150 
instantaneous RMS values for each frequency bands [35]. 

As an example, Fig. 3 shows this linear relationship for one of the 
percentiles (100th - 96th). The graph contains the 41,595 results for 
each frequency band in the 2–150 kHz region, represented with blue 
dots, and the tendency line of the data. Results for other percentiles 
show also a linear relation, with a different slope. As a result, the dif-
ference between the maximum and a specific percentile can be used to 
characterize statistically the amplitude variability of waveforms over 
time; therefore, the fluctuations of the emissions are measured with this 
mathematical tool. 

As shown in Fig. 3, the difference of QP and RMS values is linearly 
correlated with the difference of the percentiles, which represents the 
variation over time of the instantaneous RMS values. This linear rela-
tionship has been used to find a procedure to assess the QP values from 
the RMS spectra provided by the RM-A method. 

3.4. Threshold for the QP-RMS relationship 

Although different types of waveforms can be found in the electrical 
grid [38], a distinction can be made between the random variability 
over time of the background noise and the time variability of emissions 

Fig. 2. Schematic overview of the procedure for obtaining the linear relationship between RMS and QP values.  

Fig. 3. Linear relationship between the outputs of the RM-A method and the 
CISPR 16–1–1. 
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from different sources. In order to avoid that the random variation 
pattern of the background noise affects the analysis, the frequency bands 
whose amplitude is lower than a specific threshold level in RM-A 
method’s maximum spectra, e.g., U_MAX3 s(RMS200 ms), are discarded 
from the statistical analysis. This threshold level is set to 0.5637 mV, 
which corresponds to the 2% of the lowest CL of IEC 61,000–2–2 in the 
frequency range between 2 kHz and 150 kHz (see Eq. (1)). The minimum 
of CL in this range corresponds to 150 kHz value, whose corresponding 
CL limit is 89 dBµV. 

Noise threshold = 2%⋅1089 dBμV/20⋅103 = 0.5637 mV (1)  

4. Obtaining the empirical relationship between RMS and QP 
values 

This section contains the results to define the empirical relationship 
between RMS and QP values. The work proposes the most representative 
percentile combination to model the amplitude variability of distur-
bances. Additionally, this section defines a conversion procedure to es-
timate the statistical QP values based on the RMS values. 

Since the variation over time of the instantaneous RMS values (Y’B,b) 
is related to the percentiles of the statistical distribution, the percentiles 

that best represent this variation for each frequency band must be found. 
Considering the linear correlation found between (U_MAX3s(RMS200 ms) 
– UQP) and the difference of percentiles, the criterion for selecting the 
percentiles is the best goodness-of-fit of the tendency line, calculated as 
the minimum root-mean-square-error (RMSE) of the values with respect 
to the tendency line. The procedure for the calculation of the RMSE is 
shown in Eq. (2), where ‘N’ represents the maximum number of fre-
quency bands available in this study, i.e., 41,595 values. 

RMSE =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
∑N

i=1(Tendency linei − datai)
2

N

√

(2) 

For this purpose, the 30 signals of the model dataset were used, and 
28 combinations of percentiles were tested, in the form of (100th – Xth) 
percentiles difference. For every (100th – Xth) percentiles difference, the 
tendency line and the corresponding RMSE of the values are calculated. 
The percentile that provides the minimum RMSE was selected as the best 
approximation to define the linear relationship between the metrics 
under test. This tendency can be modeled with the Eq. (3), which rep-
resents an approximation of the differences between CISPR 16 QP values 
(UQP) and the maximum values of RM-A method (U_MAX3s(RMS200 ms)). 
The following equation can be also used as a conversion factor from RMS 
to QP values, where ‘a’ is the slope of the linear tendency line and ‘b’ the 
y-intercept. 

Conversion factor =
(
100th − Xth)⋅a + b ≈ U MAX3s(RMS200 ms) − UQP

(3) 

For constant amplitude waveforms, without variability pattern over 
time, QP and the RMS values are equal [32]. Thus, for non-fluctuating 
waveforms the (100th – Xth) percentile difference and the 
(U_MAX3s(RMS200 ms) – UQP) will be 0 mV. For this reason, the tendency 
line is forced to pass through (0,0) and coefficient ‘b’ is set to zero. 

Table 1 shows the results of the RMSE and the parameters of the 
conversion factors for the 28 combinations of percentiles. This table has 
been obtained after calculating the 29 percentiles required, which 
means that 180,938,250 instantaneous RMS values have been processed 
in order to obtain the 28 trend lines with their respective RMSE of the 
goodness-of-fit. 

As shown in Table 1, the most representative percentiles difference 
to relate the RMS and the QP values is (100th – 96th), which provides the 
lowest RMSE. Fig. 3 shows the statistical distribution of this combination 
of percentiles, on which the corresponding conversion factor is plotted. 
As a result, the conversion factor calculated for all the frequency bands 
of the 30 signals of the model dataset that exceed the noise threshold is 
shown in Eq. (4). 

Conversion factor =
(
100th − 96th)⋅0.1766 + 0

=
(
100th − 96th)⋅0.1766 (mV) (4) 

Table 1 
Goodness-of-fit of the linear regressions for all percentile combinations.  

Percentile combination RMSE (mV) Conversion factor Percentile combination RMSE (mV) Conversion factor 
a (mV) b (mV) a (mV) b (mV) 

100th – 99th 0.8987 0.1942 0 100th – 65th 1.0113 0.1310 0 
100th – 98th 0.7532 0.1878 0 100th – 60th 1.0135 0.1308 0 
100th – 97th 0.7082 0.1826 0 100th – 55th 1.0158 0.1307 0 
100th – 96th 0.6915 0.1766 0 100th – 50th 1.0179 0.1305 0 
100th – 95th 0.8113 0.1617 0 100th – 45th 1.0201 0.1303 0 
100th – 94th 0.9133 0.1470 0 100th – 40th 1.0222 0.1302 0 
100th – 93rd 0.9228 0.1404 0 100th – 35th 1.0244 0.1300 0 
100th – 92nd 0.9623 0.1362 0 100th – 30th 1.0269 0.1298 0 
100th – 91st 0.9762 0.1347 0 100th – 25th 1.0300 0.1296 0 
100th – 90th 0.9848 0.1339 0 100th – 20th 1.0337 0.1294 0 
100th – 85th 0.9970 0.1322 0 100th – 15th 1.0379 0.1292 0 
100th – 80th 1.0036 0.1316 0 100th – 10th 1.0429 0.1289 0 
100th – 75th 1.0063 0.1313 0 100th – 5th 1.0515 0.1284 0 
100th – 70th 1.0088 0.1312 0 100th – 0th 1.0743 0.1273 0  

Fig. 4. Schematic overview of the Statistical-QP method.  
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5. Statistical-QP: statistical method to calculate the QP values 
for LV grid disturbances 

The empirical relationship between the RMS-QP spectra can be the 
basis for the estimation of QP values in RMS measuring devices. This 
section describes the assessment procedure of the proposed method to 
obtain statistical QP spectra from the outputs of RM-A method. The 
proposed method (‘Statistical-QP’ method) demands lower computa-
tional and memory requirements with respect to a QP detector, which 
allows obtaining QP values in simple and inexpensive RMS measuring 
devices. The accuracy of the QP results is also evaluated in this section. 

5.1. Description of the method 

The ‘Statistical-QP’ method is based on the use of the conversion 
factor that relates RMS and QP values, to obtain QP values from the RMS 
values provided by the RM-A method. 

The Statistical-QP method is a two-stage process: firstly, the 
maximum amplitude of voltage levels is calculated, and then, the con-
version factor is computed and its value, which depends on the variation 
over the time of the RMS values, is subtracted to the maximum ampli-
tude to assess the QP values. 

As shown in Fig. 4, the RM-A method provides both the instanta-
neous RMS spectra (Y’B,b) and the maximum spectra (U_MAX3 s(RMS200 

ms)). Then, the 100th and 96th percentiles of the instantaneous RMS 
spectra for each frequency band are calculated. The conversion factor 
(described in Section 4) is assessed for each frequency band, and then 
subtracted to the maximum values of the RM-A method, to obtain the QP 
values. This procedure is described in Eq. (5). 

StatQP = U MAX3 s(RMS200 ms) − Conversion factor

= U MAX3 s(RMS200 ms) −
(
100th − 96th)⋅0.1766 (mV) (5) 

The Statistical-QP method can be used to measure voltage values for 
9–150 kHz in long-term surveys, by applying the procedure to 3 s 
measurement intervals with a sliding window in steps of 200 ms. Thus, 
every 200 ms the percentiles and the maximum spectrum should be 
recalculated to update the conversion factor. According to the definition 
of the QP detector [20], the QP spectra of the long measurement is 
composed of the maximum value of the intermediate QP values for each 
frequency band. 

5.2. Accuracy analysis 

This section analyses the accuracy of the proposed method. For that, 
the results are compared to those given by a digital implementation of 
the CISPR 16 standard. Fig. 5 shows the spectra computed with both 
methods (digital implementation of CISPR 16 and Statistical-QP) for a 3- 
second recording measured at the POC of a PV inverter. The results of 
both methods nearly overlapped for the whole 9–150 kHz band, espe-
cially at those frequencies where the disturbances present high ampli-
tude values, and an accurate assessment is needed. This is a remarkable 
aspect if the purpose is the comparison of the amplitudes of the distur-
bances against the CL. Hence, the relative differences between the 
spectra for the highest amplitudes of the signal are lower than 10%, as 
shown in Table 2. 

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the empirical RMS-QP rela-
tionship obtained in this work, a comprehensive accuracy study of its 
use for QP assessment has been developed. For that purpose, the pro-
posed method and the digital implementation of the CISPR 16 method 
have been applied to a set of recordings in the LV distribution grid. Then, 
the differences in the results between both methods have been statisti-
cally analyzed for all the frequency bands exceeding the noise threshold 
stated in section 3.4.The statistical analysis evaluates the absolute dif-
ferences, in terms of the median value and the standard deviation, and 
the relative differences, in terms of the median value and the compari-
son against the 2% and 10% of the CL (see Table 3). This last aspect 
allows the evaluation of the results with respect to a known and stan-
dardized reference level. The statistical study has been applied to the 
remaining 29 recordings of the validation dataset that were not used on 
the definition of the conversion factor. 

As one of the main applications of this method is the measurement of 
high amplitude disturbances in the grid, a complementary evaluation of 
the proposed method has been carried out: the 50 frequency bands with 
the highest amplitudes of each recording have been identified and 
compared to the CISPR 16 outputs. A similar statistical analysis has been 
applied to these high-amplitude values, as it can be seen in Table 3. 

The analysis shows that the Statistical-QP method provides results 
very similar to the digital implementation of CISPR 16. The absolute 
differences are within few millivolts for the whole 9–150 kHz band (see 
Table 3) and the median relative difference is below 10%, which is a 
typical uncertainty value for PQ instruments. Moreover, 99.10% of the 

Fig. 5. Spectra obtained with Statistical-QP and CISPR 16 method for a signal 
measured in the POC of a PV inverter. 

Table 2 
Relative differences of the spectra obtained with CISPR 16 and Statistical-QP 
methods.  

Frequency band (kHz) Relative difference of QP spectra 

16.1 2.13% 
32.3 2.77% 
48.4 5.52% 
63.5 -1.88% 
80.1 9.05% 
95.6 -0.33%  

Table 3 
Comparison of Statistical-QP and CISPR 16 outputs.   

Absol. value of 
diff. 

Relative 
diff. 

Relative diff. w.r.t. 
compatib. levels  

Median St. 
dev. 

Median Freq. bands 
with diff. <
2% of CL 

Freq. bands 
with diff. <
10% of CL 

All the frequency 
bands above 
noise threshold 

0.002 
mV 

1.896 
mV 

7.55% 99.10% 99.95% 

Frequency bands 
of the 50 
highest values 
of each signal 

0.075 
mV 

5.945 
mV 

5.38% 95.52% 99.51%  
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frequency bands provide a difference lower than 2% of the CL and the 
99.95% of them are lower than 10% of the CL. 

Regarding the evaluation of the 50 highest amplitudes of each 
recording, the results are similar: the median of the relative differences 
is close to 5%, and the 95.52% of the frequency bands provide a dif-
ference lower than 2% of the CL and the 99.51% lower than 10%. 

The absolute values of the differences between the outputs of CISPR 
16 and Statistical-QP are shown in Fig. 6, where the boxes represent the 
values between 25% and 75% and the whiskers represent 95% of the 
values. It can be observed that the Stat-QP method provides accurate 
values, as 95% of the differences are within a few millivolts for the in-
dividual recordings and below +/- 1 mV for the whole set of recordings. 

In conclusion, the Statistical-QP method, which is a direct applica-
tion of the empirical relationship between the RMS and QP spectra ob-
tained in this work, provides QP values comparable to the CISPR 16 
standard method. Similar accuracy is obtained when only the highest 
amplitude disturbances are considered. Therefore, the proposed method 
can be applicable for the comparison of grid disturbances against CL 
with simple and fast calculations, without the need of implementing a 
QP detector. 

5.3. Evaluation of computational and memory requirements 

The evaluation of the computational and memory requirements of 
the proposed method is a key aspect to evaluate its applicability to 
massive deployments of simple and inexpensive PQ measurement in-
struments to measure the amplitude of disturbances in the supra-
harmonic frequency range. This section analyzes and compares the 
memory and computational resources needed for the implementation of 
the CISPR 16 and Statistical-QP methods. 

The study has been performed under the same test bed (MacBook 
Pro, CPU 2.6 GHz Intel Core i5 dual core, RAM 8 GB 1600 MHz DDR3 
and Matlab R2019b) with a 3-second voltage recording measured in the 
LV grid. The results, summarized in Table 4, show that the Statistical-QP 
method requires 10 times less computational resources, due to the 
reduced number of FFT’s. Moreover, the execution time (‘Elapsed real 
time’ and ‘CPU processing time’ in Table 4) of the proposed method is 
more than 15 times less than the CISPR 16 method. Lastly, although the 
Statistical-QP method requires 3 times more memory resources to obtain 
the QP output (the data needed to calculate the percentiles must be 
saved), the novel method requires 100 times lower storage resources to 
obtain a spectrogram of 3 s length. 

6. Conclusions 

Currently, there is not a normative framework to measure supra-
harmonic disturbances in the LV grid. The Annex C of IEC 61,000–4–30 
standard proposes three measurement methods to characterize voltage 
values in the 9–150 kHz range. Nonetheless, this annex is classified as 
‘informative’; hence, PQ instrument manufacturers and utilities are not 
obligated to implement or use the methods described in the IEC 
61,000–4–30. The RMS spectra are the most common metrics used in PQ 
instruments to measure voltage values of supraharmonic disturbances. 
Nonetheless, the CL regulated in IEC 61,000–2–2 for disturbances 
propagated through the LV grid are defined in terms of QP values. As 
there is no relation between the QP and RMS spectra, it will be useful to 
count on a simple procedure to assess the QP values with RMS 
measuring devices. The definition of a relationship between RMS and QP 
values could be beneficial to develop PQ instruments that provide RMS 
and QP values with simpler calculations, less computational resources 
and without implementing a QP detector. Furthermore, the RMS-QP 
relationship could be used as a first assessment of CL compliance with 
existing PQ devices. 

This paper proposes a methodology that empirically relates the RMS 
and QP voltage values in the 9–150 kHz region, which has been devel-
oped from recordings measured in the LV grid. This relationship uses the 
outputs of the CISPR 16 standard method and the RM-A method to link 
statistically the amplitude variations of voltage values with respect to 
the differences between the RMS and QP spectra. In addition, the most 
representative statistic to model the differences of the results of both 
voltage metrics is identified. Furthermore, a conversion factor to esti-
mate the QP spectra from maximum RMS values is proposed. 

Additionally, in this work a statistical measurement method (labeled 
as ‘Statistical-QP’) is developed which is an application of the proposed 
empirical relationship between QP-RMS spectra. The comparison of the 
outputs of both methods, performed with recordings from the LV grid 
not used in the definition of the relationship, shows that the amplitude 
values obtained with the novel method are comparable to the CISPR 16 
QP spectra. Nevertheless, the computational burden and the memory 
requirements needed for the execution of the Statistical-QP are signifi-
cantly lower than for the CISPR 16. 

The Statistical-QP method was presented to IEC SC77A/WG9 and 
discussed as a tentative measurement method in a new edition of the IEC 
61,000–4–30 standard. 

Fig. 6. Boxplot representing the absolute values of the differences between the RMS spectra of IEC 61,000–4–7 and the proposed method.  

Table 4 
Computational requirements of Statistical-QP and CISPR 16 methods.  

Method Time step Number of FFT Memory (QP output) Memory (spectrogram) Elapsed real time CPU processing time 

CISPR 16 2 ms 1491 0.68 MB 203.23 MB 6.60 s 9.83 s 
Statistical-QP 20 ms 150 1.77 MB 1.77 MB 0.39 s 0.57 s  
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